
 

 

About Us 

Smashing Frog is an Australian Cricket brand selling premium high-

quality cricket gear. We believe that every cricket enthusiast deserves 

world class cricket equipment to get the best out of their game. 

 Designed in Australia 

 Made by and for Passionate Cricketers 

 Distinctive and Dynamic Design 

 Quality without Compromise 

 Tailored to the Individual 

 Performance Enhancing Products 

SFC Golden Players Edition is the top of the range cricket bat 

exclusively designed and build to suit international players. 

 Construction: Carefully handcrafted from the 0.5% of globally 
available Top Grade English willow 

 Face: Plenty of close and straight grains with clear face willow 

 Profile: Full profile benefits from a long, high spine which allows for an 
extensive hitting zone which is finished with a slight duckbill toe which 

allows for an excellent pick-up performance maximising explosive power. 
 Bow: Standard subtly bowed blade generates a perfectly balanced pick 

up to deliver increased power and control. 

 Edges: Massive Edges with complementing Full Profile to get the full 
value of your cricket shots.  

 Sweet Spot: Mid massive sweet spot for extended hitting area 

 Toe: Round toe helps prevent chipping of the corners of the bat. It also 
allows you to slide into the crease easily. 

 Handle: Semi-oval handle made out of multi-piece cane which delivers 
an optimal combination of power, control and flexibility 

 Pick Up: Ultralight pick up and ultimate balance. 

 Finish: Take advantage of our Bat Knocking service at checkout to get 
the bat fully prepared and ready to play when you receive it. 



Every Smashing Frog Gear is 
designed keeping a cricketing 

professional in mind by maintaining 
high quality standards and fine 

craftsmanship. 

What makes us Different? 

Smashing Frog is an Australian 
Cricket brand selling premium high-
quality cricket gear. We believe that 

every cricket enthusiast deserves world class cricket equipment to get the best 
out of their game. 

 Designed in Australia 

 Made by and for Passionate Cricketers 

 Distinctive and Dynamic Design 

 Quality without Compromise 

 Tailored to the Individual 

 Performance Enhancing Products 

Returns & Cancellation  

Smashing Frog Cricket shall not replace product items unless it is returned for 
reasons mentioned below: 

 You receive a damaged / defective product. 

 You receive a product that does not comply with the specifications as per 
your original order. 

In the event You receive a damaged / defective product or a product that does 
not comply with the specifications as per your original order, You are required 

to get in touch with the customer service team through any of the below 
mentioned channels: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………...  

Contact Us 

info@smashingfrogcricket.com 

https://smashingfrogcricket.com 
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